PRODUCT GUIDE

AUTOMOTIVE
ENGINEERING
FOOD SERVICE & KITCHEN
HOUSEKEEPING
LUBRICANTS
MUNICIPAL & WASTE WATER
SKIN CARE
SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

CREATIVE CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY
The Eco-Logo symbol indicates products which have been certified under the diligent environmental, quality, and performance criteria of the Environmental Choice Program.

### AUTOMOTIVE

**3PTM (A)** - Clean, beautify and protect almost any surface. Revitalize colour and pliability while inhibiting cracking, fading or hardening by blocking out ultraviolet rays, dirt, oxides, chemical vapours and oxygen. Absorbs and deactivates ozone. Waterproofer.

**BCP (A)** - Battery cable and terminal renovator and leak detector. An aerosol formulation for auto repair shops, golf courses as well as bus and taxi companies for the removal of dirt, rust and corrosion from cables and terminals. NON-FLAMMABLE - NON-TOXIC.

**BRAKESOL (A)** - Brake cleaner. Removes old grease and dirt from brake parts without complete disassembly. Dries quickly without leaving a residue. NON-FLAMMABLE.


**GPR (A/Bulk)** - Gasket and paint remover. A fast acting, economical formula used to remove paint, gaskets, decals or graffiti from many types of surfaces.

**MICROTACTM (A)** - Quick, easy to use answer to squealing, slipping belts of all descriptions. Newly formulated industrial and automotive belt conditioner and dressing assures belt traction and reduces slippage of rubber, canvas, fabric or leather transmission belts. Extends belt life and provides positive grip even in wet outdoor conditions. Won't glaze or collect dirt.

**MoonShyneTM** - The EASY VEHICLE CARE PRODUCT. MoonShyne™ is the latest scientific formulation providing excellent vehicle washing properties along with a monomolecular protective barrier which gives not only finish protection but a beautiful lasting shine all in one simple application. Actually brightens vehicle colours and makes re-washing easier.

**UNDERCOAT (A)** - Sound deadener and undercoat. Durable, flexible, rubberized coating that protects auto underbodies, trunks and wheel wells against corrosion caused by water, road grit, salt and chemicals.

### ENGINEERING

**ACC (A)** - Foaming, aerosol, air conditioning coil cleaner with foam-back action, which dislogees embedded dirt, grease and smoke residue from the inside coils for easy removal.

**AQUASOLV** - Non-butyl cleaner-degreaser provides unequaled cleaning action by quick penetration and suspension of all types of water and oil-based soils from any surfaces where water can safely be used. Effective in hot and cold, hard or soft water. Deodorizes as it cleans. Contains no butyl or other harmful solvents and is phosphate free. Rinses completely free of residue.

**BIO-Dripp** - The latest development in the natural, biological treatment of grease laden drains and pipes. Used in sink drains, wash basins, shower stalls, bathtubs and floor drains in hotels, motels, restaurants as well as any industrial or institutional facility with a kitchen or washroom. Deodorizes and degrades grease and waste naturally.

**BLASTER (A)** - A powerful foaming cleaner-degreaser for all hard industrial, institutional and automotive surfaces. Spray on and allow penetrating, bubbling action to emulsify oil and grease. Rinse off for a grease free surface.

**CEIL WHITE (A)** - Specialty designed ceiling tile restorer used to cover stains and marks on white ceiling tiles without changing their acoustical or fire retardation values.

**COILENE** - Non-acid, self-rinsing chiller and cooler coil cleaner. Following cleaning, the unit’s own condensate will slowly wash away the grease and scum without rinsing.

**CONDEX (A)** - Powerful acid-based product for the removal of rust, scale and corrosion from cooling condensers. Maximizes the unit’s efficiency and restores peak operation. NON-FLAMMABLE - SAFE ON PAINTED SURFACES.

**CONPEL (A)** - Time controlled dissolving cartridge especially formulated to prevent slime, rust, and other build-ups in condensate pans and drain lines. Lasts longer than liquids or powders.

**CRACKER (A)** - General and heavy duty cleaner and degreaser for walls, floors, machinery and equipment in industrial, manufacturing, food and beverage processing, institutional, or commercial environments.

**DRAIN-B-GON (A)** - Non-acid product developed for the treatment of hair and scum laden drains and pipes. This high energy granular product goes to work to provide rapid penetration, breakdown and degradation of organic deposits and blockages. Dissolves soap scum, slime and hair. ALSO AVAILABLE IN ODOURLESS LIQUID FORMULA.

**DUST AIR (A)** - A non-flammable, non-combustible, non-odour depleting air blast for removal of microscopic dust, lint and other contaminants.

**ECO-POXY** - Advanced environmentally friendly two component 100% solids epoxy floor coating which contains no VOC, no solvents, no water, no harmful fumes and virtually no odour. Designed to provide superior functional and decorative properties by providing high chemical resistance, high mechanical strength, excellent durability and adhesion which protects the substrate from wear, chemical attack, stains and mechanical stress while offering a beautiful porcelain like high gloss finish in a very cost effective manner.

**ECO-SOL (A)** - Quickly penetrates and dissolves all types of petroleum based lubricants, coatings and soils such as oil, grease, ink, dye, gum and wax allowing removal by wiping or water flushing. Water emulsifiable. Water rinsable. SAFE ON PAINTED SURFACES - CONTAINS NO CHLORINATED SOLVENTS.

**EMC (A)** - Removing oil, grease, dirt, grime, wax and other soil films from both metallic and non-metallic surfaces. Non-flammable spray with a high dielectric strength, making it safe for use on any electrical equipment, even while in operation. Especially effective for use on all types of electrical equipment and machinery.

**ENVIROSOLM (A/Bulk)** - NATURES OWN SUPER DEGREASER! 100% natural, environmentally agreeable, water emulsifiable degreaser for those tough degreasing and cleaning jobs. Quickly dissolves grease, oil, ink, adhesives, putty, wax, rubber marks, asphalt, tar and other tough soils allowing them to be easily wiped away, flushed off with water or left to air dry with minimal residue.

**ENVIRO-TERRA** - Envi-Terra is a powerful, non-corrosive to skin, cleaner for removal of stubborn water scale, soap scum, rust stains, grease and mildew and mold. Effectively cleans stainless steel, terrazzo, quarry tiles, aluminum, copper, brass, concrete and brick. NO HARSH FUMES. BIOGRADABLE.

**E-ZOLV** - ECO-LOGO MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANER and DEGREASER CONCENTRATE - Quick penetration and removal of all types of soils (dirt, film, grease, grime, lubricating and processing oils, syrup and organic waste) from any surface not harmed by water alone.


**FLEX-A-SIL RTV (A)** - Clear/ Yellow / White™ - RTV silicone for caulking and sealing is ideal for use wherever a strong permanently elastic weatherproof caulk, sealant or adhesive is needed. Temperature resistant. Remains flexible and will not shrink, crumble or dry out. White contains a mildewcide to help resist mildew growth.

**GALV-IT (A)** - Aerosol cold galvanize spray providing full galvanized protection to all iron or steel surfaces exposed to rusting. Amazing break-through for full galvanization without hot zinc dipping.

**HEP** - All purpose surface renovator and degreaser developed from a concentrated blend of organic solvents, modified alkalies, penetrants, emulsifiers, and hard water sequestrants. A powerful cleaning formula which breaks down soils, film, greasy deposits, gummy residues and embedded grease stains without damaging the surface itself.

**HYDROTREAT DS-2** - Heating and cooling system descaler which is used as a non-forming, safe replacement for muriatic and hydrochloric acids to descale and remove lime, slime and algae build-ups in all types of water systems.

**HYDROTREAT DS-5** - A safe replacement for hydrochloric, muriatic and sulfuric acid solutions to effectively remove scale, lime, slime and algae which rapidly build up in condenser coils and pipes in circulating heating and cooling systems. Non-corrosive and therefore safe in almost all types of systems. Will not harm steel, copper, aluminum or wood.

**LECTRONIC (A)** - High purity electrical and electronic solvent specifically designed for fast evaporation. Perfect as a residue free electronic and electrical cleaner for sensitive electronic components and contacts. NON-CONDUCTIVE - NON-FLAMMABLE.

**LUBITOLM (A/Bulk)** - A VERITABLE TOOL BOX IN A CAN! Penetrates, lubricates, displaces moisture, cleans and provides a protective coating.. AND NON-FLAMMABLE too! High dielectric strength for added safety. CONTAINS NO CHLORINATED SOLVENTS. THOUSANDS OF USES.

**MEGACOTE** - A clear, non-drying, non-silicone, wax-like coating which safely protects surfaces from rust and corrosion, as well as adherence and subsequent build-ups of snow, ice, dirt, mud, salt, cold patch, asphalt, concrete and graffiti. Safe on painted finishes - does not discoulour. Water resistant. Easily removed when desired.

**MEGA-THERM COBRA** - The Liquid Snake - Dissolves organic drain obstructions of all types thus eliminating the source of most drain odours. Only the “drains snake” you’ll need. Excellent for drain maintenance when used on a regular basis in fountains, sinks, tubs, floor drains, urinals, grease traps, septic tanks, cesspools and waste lines. Available in 1 Litre handle and 500 ml. “Easy Grip” Bottles for easy and safe handling.

**MAGNIFICA** - From concrete trucks to swimming pools and a lot in between. Heavy duty, penetrating, concentrated concrete cleaner, deactivates ozone. A powerful degreaser designed to dissolve and remove excess mortar, scale, scum, rust, corrosion, insoluble carbonates, lime and concrete from most surfaces.

**MPC (A/Bulk)** - Long term, highly surface adherent, flexible yet non-tacky metal protection for parts, machinery and equipment stored indoors or outdoors, even in transit. Maximum metal protection from corrosion, salt, chemicals and pollutants. HUNDREDS OF APPLICATIONS.
**FOOD & KITCHEN SERVICE PRODUCTS**

**BACTII-GT** - Powerful new liquid bacterial colonies for the degradation and consumption of all types of grease trap contaminates - fats, oils and greases. Excellent odour control.

**BOILOUT HD** - Removing burnt-on grease, fat, protein, carbon, browning, seasonings and other cooking residues from stainless steel deep fryers, cooking vessels, tanks, lines and equipment in the food, beverage, meat, poultry and fish processing industries.

**BREAKER** - Concentrated non-oil heavy duty cleaner. Fast, effective penetration of dirt, grease, grime, lubricating and processing oils, syrups, juice, syrup, meat, poultry, starch and fat, suspending them in solution allowing easy pick-up or flushing with water. Especially effective in food, beverage, and meat processing plants and rendering operations.

**CITRA-FRESH** - Water soluble solvent, designed as a multipurpose, kitchen and food processing plant degreaser, deodorizer, and renovator. Its non-flammable, fast acting, non-toxic formula makes it ideal for use on walls, counter tops, filters, range hoods, and most other kitchen working areas.

**C-SAN - sodium hypochlorite 12%** - Controls the growth of bacteria, mold, mildew and algae as well as cleans, sanitizes and deodorizes in dairies, fruit and vegetable canning operations and any other type of food processing manufacturing facility. C-SAN is one of the most effective and least toxic materials available for general sanitation purposes. Highly effective bleaching agent and stain remover.

**DIGESTER** - The newest proprietary naturally bio-energized liquid treatment for biologically breaking down grease and organic waste. Specifically designed incorporating a unique superior odor counteracting “activators” to effectively block malodors by inhibiting the production of odour causing gasses from existing bacterial populations. Highly effective in grease traps, drainage, drainage lines, sink drains, shower stalls, bathtubs and floor drains.

**ECO-TRAP** - Powerful yet economical, blend for the natural, biological treatment of wastes in grease traps, drains and pipes. The multiple strains of bacteria effectively break down grease, oil, fats, solids and paper.

**E-MULSE** - Highly effective “natural” grease emulsifying formulation with exceptional odor counteractants to effectively break down and emulsify grease, oil, fat, scum, sludge and organic soil build-ups in drains, grease traps, wet wells, lift stations, septic tanks and septic pools, while at the same time, counteracting odours “naturally” with exceptional effectiveness. Safe to use and environmentally compatible. CONTAINS NO ALKALINIZING SOLVENTS, PESTICIDE DISTILLATES, ACIDS or ALKALIS.

**GARB-O-SOLV** - Dumpster and waste receptacle renovator and deodorizer. A biodegradable blend of penetrants and emulsifiers used to remove heavy grease deposits in garbage containers and deodorize them at the same time.

**GERMIFOAM™ (A)** - Foaming disinfectant cleaner for one step cleaning and disinfecting where disinfection is critically important. Destroys most gram negative and gram positive organisms found on non-porous surfaces thereby eliminating odours at their source. Effectively controls growth of mold, mildew and fungus. DIN01945440.

**LIQUID 8** - Nature’s own biodegradable bio-energized liquid waste treatment combining the power of concentrated bacterial/enzymatic activity in formula with grease cutting and odour counteractering “boosters” which safely and efficiently breaks down organics in drains, garbage dispostals, grease, traps, porta-toilets, oethuses, septic systems, sewers, lift stations, wet wells, collection systems, sewage treatment facilities and laugons while providing provable positive control of odour. CONTAINS NO HARSH ACIDS, CAUSTICS OR SOLVENTS - NON-CORROSIVE - NON-PATHOGENIC.

**Q-SAN** - Highly effective quat based sanitizer for use in meat, food and beverage industry. When used in conjunction with Mega-Lab cleaners it affords the most complete sanitation system available. NEEDS NO RINSEIN when used as directed. Great for use in restaurants and bars for general surface sanitizing as well as dishes, glasses, silverware, cutting knives and cooking utensils. COLOURLESS - ODORLESS - NON-STAINING.

**SS BRITE** - Stainless steel and aluminum cleaning concentrate. Safe, effective one step cleaning and brightening of stainless steel, aluminum, chrome, copper or brass. Removes hard water scale and stains, as well as surface rust and oxidation from production machinery and equipment, tables, tanks, vats, hods, vent stacks, cooking coils and utensils in food, beverage and meat processing plants.

**TRAP-EZE** - Proprietary enzyme fortified, concentrated emulsifying/de-emulsifying liquid for grease clogged drain fields, lift stations and grease traps. Cuts through, liquefies and emulsifies grease buildups and flushes them away. This natural powered trap maintainer's enzymes trigger and augment the systems natural bacterial action, consuming organic waste and eliminating buildups.

**TRAPSOLV II** - A blend of natural citrus solvents and emulsifiers which floats on the surface of the grease trap, degrading, emulsifying and deodorizing around the clock.

**TRIOSAN** - Highly effective dual quat based all purpose disinfectant cleaner and sanitizer for the control of a multitude of harmful organisms. Ideal for use as a general cleaning and disinfectant in food and beverage preparation and processing facilities. Usefull anywhere that cross-contamination is a concern. TRIOSAN cleans, disinfects, sanitizes and is fungidical and effective against listed viruses when used as directed. DIN400857347.

**UNISYN™** - CONCENTRATED LIQUID MULTI-USE CLEANER - Effective, highly concentrated synthetic detergent for the quick, economical removal of a wide range of soaps, fats, oils and greases. Safe on any surface not harmed by water alone. Excellent for use in food processing plants for removal of grease, oil and fat from equipment, walls and floors. Particularly effective for cleaning and hand washing of parts.

**WIPEOUT (A)** - An industrial strength oven and grill cleaner with built-in penetrants and biodegradable surfactants.

**ZERO-FS** - Bacterial activity gives complete digestion of fat and grease which causes blockages. Will help reduce BOD, COD, FOG and SS levels. Contains no acids, alkalis or solvents. Safe on all types of pipes. No toxic wastes discharged into the environment.

**ZYM-FS** - Food service area enzyme fortified cleaner. A non-toxic biodegradable enzymatic cleaner which contains no acids or caustics. Specially formulated to penetrate, emulsify soil, grease, and oily deposits in food service equipment, walls, floors, and work surfaces. Use with a pressure washer/foamer to obtain maximum results.

**HOUSEKEEPING**

**ACTERGE II** - Synthetic heavy duty floor renovator designed to remove wax, grease, polish, synthetic finishes, grime and soil from all types of floor compositions.

**BEAUTIFOAM (A)** - High lustre lemon furniture polish. Dual action cleaner and polish for wood, vinyl, plastic, ceramic, porcelain, and painted metal surfaces.

**BIO-8™ (A)** - Naturally bio-energized all-purpose foam cleaner combining the power of concentrated non-pathogenic bacterial/enzymatic activity in formula with “Nature’s Own” grease cutting and odour counteractering “boosters” to safely and efficiently break down organics while providing positive control of odours. THE MOST “ENVIRONMENTALLY ACCEPTABLE” TYPE OF CLEANING PRODUCT AVAILABLE.

**BLAST OFF** - Concentrated all purpose cleaner and degreaser. Penetrating surface renovator. SUPER multipurpose product.

**SPECIAL PRODUCT**

- **NEW generation of high quality, high dielectric strength, non-emiisoluble solvent** cleaners with superior oil and grease penetration properties. Eliminates use of harmful and environmentally hazardous chlorinated solvents. Eliminates use of harmful and environmentally hazardous chemical content increases “in use” safety for personnel (low toxicity and high flash point), while the non-chlorinated, reduced VOC formula greatly modifies potential environmental impact. Safe on most painted, plastic and rubber surfaces.

- **REZOLV** - Quick penetration and removal of all types of soils (dirt, film, grease, grime, carbon, ink, lubricating and processing oils, juice, syrup, fat, blood, starch, organic waste, slime, rubber marks and food dressings) from any surface not harmed by water alone.

- **RUST-O-LENE** - Rust converter/primer. A cemestitious coating that is not based on normal resins, but which bonds like cement. Oxide pigments found in Rust-O-Lene prevent further rusting. Specially designed to chemically react to and stop rust, converting it to stable metal--organic compound that is paint ready.

- **SAF-D-SCALE** - Safe, mild acid cleaning concentrate for the removal of lime, hard water deposits, scale, oxidation, tarnish and cement or concrete dust deposits from aluminium, copper, brass, stainless steel, iron, masonry, concrete, plastic, fiberglass, and most painted surfaces. Improves efficiency of air conditioning refrigeration, steam and water cooling coils. Safe and effective for cleaning sludge belts, digester lines and fine bubble diffusers in water pollution control plants.

- **SEAL (A)** - Fast drying clear flexible rubber coating. Quick spray coating used to protect and seal surfaces from the effects of moisture, salt, chemicals and corrosion. Seals out moisture and corrosion on all types of electrical connections, controls, circuit boards, instruments, tools, ignition wiring, engine and mechanical parts, outdoor lighting, pool and garden equipment. Excellent as a rust preventative for mechanical, electrical and electronic equipment.

- **SMOKE ALARM TESTER (A)** - A safety product designed to detect the proper functioning of smoke alarms. Acceptable for ionization and photoelectric smoke detector systems and or battery type to ensure their circuitry and alarm systems are functioning. When sprayed, simulates the entire range of fire conditions.

- **STEELOK (A)** - Stainless steel urethane coating. A blend of micro ground stainless steel pigment in a polyurethane binder, used to refurbish any stainless steel surface. Excellent as a topcoat for Galv-It.

- **UNISYN™** - Extremely effective and highly concentrated unique synthetic detergent capable of removing a wide range of soils from any surface not harmed by water alone. It can be used safely for virtually any cleaning task encountered and works well in hot or cold, hard or soft water. Totally free rinsing. Highly economical — simply dilute according to type and degree of soil and method of use thereby eliminating multi-product inventory and reducing staff training THOUSAND OF USES.

- **VISION™** - Cleans and protects glass and plastic screens, while at the same time filling in minute surface scratches to provide a clearer, sharper image. Leaves an invisible anti-fog, anti-static, protective coating which resists condensation, fogging, and oxidation. Specially formulated enzyme-fortified surfactant blend penetrates, emulsifies and allows easy removal of soil, grease, and oily deposits from industrial equipment, walls, floors, and work surfaces. Once soils are water rinsed from surfaces ZYM-O-SOLV formula promotes separation of oils and greases in holding tanks for easy removal and disposal. ZYM-O-SOLV doubles as a natural powered stain remover. ferry passes through the use of it's enzymes to trigger and augment the natural bacterial activity found in drains, lines and traps, thereby increasing consumption of organic waste and reducing undesirable buildups.

- **ZYM-O-SOLV** - Specially formulated enzyme-fortified surfactant blend penetrates, emulsifies and allows easy removal of soil, grease, and oily deposits from industrial equipment, walls, floors, and work surfaces. Once soils are water rinsed from surfaces ZYM-O-SOLV formula promotes separation of oils and greases in holding tanks for easy removal and disposal. ZYM-O-SOLV doubles as a natural powered stain remover. ferry passes through the use of it's enzymes to trigger and augment the natural bacterial activity found in drains, lines and traps, thereby increasing consumption of organic waste and reducing undesirable buildups.
BOWL BRITE - Toilet bowl renovator, sanitizer and deodorant. A powerful cleaner and disinfectant for use in toilet bowls and urinals. Easily removes hard water scale and stains. Helps restore original freshness to urinals and toilets.

CITRA SOLV - A unique blend of organic solvents. Free-rinsing liquid, multi-purpose product which is safe, efficient and easy to use. Its balanced blend of surfactants and detergents results in a biodegradable, effective renovator.

CONDO BRITE - A viscous, gel-type hard surface floor and tile maintainer and cleaner. Highly cost effective method for rejuvenating floor tile and grout. It leaves a fresh orange fragrance.

CRYSTAL (A/Bulk) - Great steak-fee, non-ammoniated, easy to use glass, plastic and hard surface cleaner. Leaves no residue and will not haze, cloud or film. Produces a dust resistant surface to stay cleaner longer.

C-SAN - SODIUM HYPOCHLORITE 12% CLEANERS - SANITIZES - DEODORIZES - BLEACHES and REMOVES STAINS. Controls the growth of bacteria, mold, mildew and algae as well as for cleaning, sanitizing and deodorizing. Effectively bleaches and removes mold, mildew and stains. One of the most effective materials available for general sanitation purposes.

GERMIFOAM™ (A) - Foaming disinfectant cleaner for one step cleaning and disinfecting where disinfection is critically important. Destroys most gram negative and gram positive organisms found on non-porous surfaces thereby eliminating odors at their source. Effectively controls growth of mold, mildew and fungus. DIN#01945440.

GERMIST™ (A) - Handsy surface spray for destroying most gram negative and gram positive organisms found on non-porous surfaces. Inhibits growth of mold, mildew and fungus. Neutralizes disagreeable odors at the source. DIN#01945483.

HI-SOL 2000™ - An extremely hard durable high gloss, high solids, acrylic co-polymer protective finish and seal for all types of resilient flooring such as linoleum, vinyl, rubber, vinyl asbestos, asphalt tile as well as sealed wood, terrazzo and finished concrete flooring. Does not powder or discolor. Resists scratches, black marks, scuffing and detergents. EASY TO APPLY • SELF LEVELLING • SLIP RESISTANT.

IN-TANK BOWL CLEANER - Cleans and freshens the bowl with each flush and keeps the water a crystal blue. Our chlorine free, biodegradable formula will not harm plumbing while it fights stains.

KLEER-VUE - Non-streaking glass cleaning formula that contains no harmful abrasives or unpleasant harsh ammonia odours.

LAVOGRIT - Lotionized cream cleaner incorporating minute scrubs to provide a safe yet superior polishing cleaner for a multitude of hard surface finishes. LAVOGRIT is bacteriostatic and deodorizes as it cleans leaving a light fresh clean fragrance.

MILDEX-Q - Fast and easy to use one step solution for the elimination and prevention of mold and mildew. Great for cleaning tile, grout, shower curtains, bat covers, camper canopies, convertible tops, vinyl awnings, under eves and trim, refrigerator gaskets, outdoor furniture, brick, concrete or wherever there is a possibility of mildew growth.

ODORITE - Chemically counteracts foul offensive odours. Dissolves grease and oily soils quickly and effectively. Used in and around garbage areas, garbage compartments, drainage ditches, waste water systems, septic tanks, lagoons, and oxidation ponds, around kennels, veterinary hospitals, urinals, cancer wards, nursing homes and institutional facilities.

RIM BASKET BLUE - Rim basket with a surfactant stick freshens the air while cleaning the bowl with every flush.

SAF-T-BOWL - Safe, efficient, cleaning, disinfecting and deodorizing of urinals and toilets in one application. Highly concentrated formula of safety acid, thickeners, detergents and wetting agents provides exceptional surface cling ability allowing complete penetration and removal of lime and uric acid encrustations, scale and stains. Works to destroy microorganisms, eliminating the source of most odours, while leaving only a light, clean, fresh fragrance. Safe on vitreous china, porcelain, ceramic tile and grouting.

SALT-B-GON (A) - An effective way to remove winter salt deposits from car mats, carpets, shoes and any other areas where there are salt stains. Simply spray, let the foam soak in, scrub with a small brush and wipe or rinse clean.

SPARKLE (A) - Superior non-streaking aerosol glass cleaner formulation that contains no unpleasant ammonia odours.

SPECTRUM - Floor renovator. A multi-purpose, concentrated, rinse free detergent developed from a blend of biodegradable synthetic detergents and penetrants. Excellent for daily use.

SPOT-X (A) - Highly effective carpet and upholstery spot remover for most natural and synthetic carpets. Effective on grease, tar, crayon, gum, lipstick, and fresh paint.

SSST (A) - A one unique one-step stainless steel cleaner and polish which restores natural brilliance and provides a protective coating to all stainless steel surfaces.

TRIOSAN - Highly effective hospital grade all purpose disinfectant cleaner. Cleans, disinfects, deodorizes, sanitizes and is fungicidal and effective against listed viruses when used as directed. Contains a dual quaternary ammonium compound for maximum effectiveness against a broad range of micro organisms. Ideal for use in nursing homes, schools, institutions, public use facilities, veterinary hospitals, animal care and farming environments. Use anywhere that cross-contamination is a concern. DIN#00887374.

URIGARD REVOLUTION - Revolutionary optimal urinal protection and treatment consisting of a specially formulated transparent polymer disposable screen infused with optimized natural bacteria, odour counteractants and deodorants providing maximum odour control and cleaning properties for all types of urinals and connected drainlines. HONEYSUCKLE • SPICED APPLE • WINTERFRESH.

VANDEX (A) - Gel-type graffiti mark remover using a newly developed clinging formulation with a penetrating solvent action to remove most types of spray paint, marking pen marks, etc. from most hard surfaces.

WINTER RINSE - A free-rinsing liquid designed to neutralize all salts that accumulate during winter. Used for cleaning and maintaining asphalt, rubber, cork, linoleum, plastic, tile, terrazzo, marble ceramic and sealed wood floors.

WRIGHTS BRASS POLISH - A superior water-based liquid polish designed specifically for brass that eliminates excessive buffing. Simply polish, rinse and dry to achieve a brilliant, brassly shine. It’s ideal for all your fine, un lacquered brass objects such as brass rails, decorative fixtures, candlesticks and boat fixtures. NO PETROLEUM DISTILLATES.

X-PEL (A) - Foaming carpet cleaner and deodorizer formulated with a special blend of enzyme producing, non-pathogenic bacteria which deeply penetrates into carpet backing, padding and upholstery cushions to safely digest organic stains and odours. Destroys odours and stains caused by food/beverages, body oils, pets, tobacco, vomit, urine and feces. Effective on carpet, carpet backing, padding, fabric, upholstery, automobile interiors, recreational vehicles and pet areas.

E-LINE ECO-LOGO PRODUCTS

E-BOWL - TOILET and URINAL CLEANER - Safe, yet efficient cleaning of urinals and toilets in one application. Highly concentrated formula provides exceptional penetration and subsequent removal of organic soils, lime deposits and stains. Acts to loosen and remove lime/rust deposits in drain lines without damaging pipes or fixtures. Great for glass, mirror and stainless steel cleaning, general floor cleaning and auto scrubbers. MEDIUM DUTY for mopping washrooms and heavily soiled floors and for bonnet cleaning of carpets. HEAVY DUTY to clean and deodorize urinals, toilets, counters and fixtures, shower and locker room cleaning, deodorize and remove soap scum and oil, tile and grout cleaning, general degreasing, urinal and garbage odour eliminator, carpet extration pre-spray and heavy spot remover (extract with water). STREAK FREE CLEANING - ELIMINATES ODOROS - NO FUMES - PROVIDES COLOURSafe BLEANCING.

E-KLEAN - GLASS & HARD SURFACE CLEANER - Streak-free removal of oil, film, dust, oil, grease, fingerprints, pollutants and insect residues from glass and plastic surfaces (eg: windows, counter tops, auto glass, mirrors and displays). Extremely effective for quick spray and wipe cleaning of ceramic, enamel, chrome, stainless steel and polishes metals, NO FLASH POINT • FAST DRYING • NO FUMES.

E-SCRUB - CONCENTRATED LOTION CLEANSER - Rich, clinging, non-acid lotion cleaner with natural mini-scrubbers for the removal of grime, soap scum, hard water and deposits, surface rust, scuff and rubber marks, and other stubborn soils and surface stains from ceramic, porcelain, terrazzo, chrome, stainless steel and other hard surfaces. Excellent as a non-acid bowl and urinal cleaner. Phosphate Free - Biodegradable - Safe for Septic Systems. REMOVES RUST and POLISHES METALS - REMOVES SCUFF and RUBBER MARKS EASILY • SAFE FOR USE ON STAINLESS STEEL, CULTURED MARBLE, PORCELAIN, GLASS, FIBERGLASS AND ACYLIC WHEN USED AS DIRECTED.

E-WASH - NEUTRAL CLEANER CONCENTRATE - Highly effective, controlled sudsing detergent for quick, economical removal of a wide range of soils from all types of flooring (eg: resilient tile, quarry tile, terrazzo and concrete). Specifically formulated for use via either automatic floor scrubbers or manual floor cleaning methods. Excellent for use on floors in food processing and industrial plants, warehouses, shopping malls and stores. HIGHLY CONCENTRATED • LIGHTS AND SUSPENDS SOLIDS NO RINSSING REQUIRED • RESIDUAL FREE • ECONOMICAL TO USE.

E-ZOLV - MULTI - PURPOSE CLEANER and DEGREASER CONCENTRATE - Quick penetration and removal of all types of soils (dirt, film, grease, grime, lubricating and processing oils, syrup and organic waste) from any surface not harmed by water alone. NO CAUSTICS • NO HARMFUL SOUVENIS • NO FUMES.
AIR FRESHENERS

Mega-Mist
- Operated by 1 battery with On/Off switch.
- 3 interval timed spray: 7.5 min - 15.0 min - 30.0 min
- 3 modes for selection: 24 hour timer - Night timer working day/night w/sensor - Day timer working day/night w/sensor
- Lock & key for refill compartment
- 3000 sprays per can

AUTO JANITOR - METERED
Odour counteractant air fresheners coupled with effective bowl and urinal cleaning ability in a non-aerosol metered wall dispenser. COUNTRY DELIGHT - LINEN FRESH - MANDARIN ORANGE. BIO-FLUSH delivers biological drain line treatment in addition to odour control and cleaning properties.

FRESH-AIRE (A)
Odour counteractant and air freshener in a spray-thru cap. COTTON BLOSSOM - FRESH LINEN - MANGO - MORNING GLORY - ORANGE GROVE - SOLAR FLARE - VANILLA.

FRESH-AIRE (Bulk)
- Odour counteractant to be sprayed or mixed with the wash water. DEW FRESH (Fioral) - ENVIRO MYST SCENTLESS (Odour Free) - ENVIRO MYST SCENTED - GLIST BOQUET - SOLAR FLARE (L).

FRESH-AIRE CEL CUPS
Air freshener gel cups for fan wall dispenser. APPLE - CHERRY ALMOND - FLORAL - FRESH LINEN - TROPICAL SPICE - VERY BERRY.

FRESH-AIRE Jr. - METERED
Odour counteractant and air freshener in a metered wall dispenser. Each can delivers 3,000 precise sprays to freshen any room up to 6,000 cubic feet. APPLE - BERRY - COTTON BLOSSOM - FRESH LINEN - MANGO - MORNING GLORY - ORANGE STRAWBERRY/PEAR - VANILLA.

SOLAR FLARE (A/Bulk)
Effective concentrated deodorizer which counteracts foul air molecules on contact. Great for smoke and other hard to neutralize malodours. Pleasant fragrance.

LUBRICANTS

DRI-LUBE (A) - PTFE based lubricant/release agent. Non-staining dry lubricant replaces graphite and other old-fashioned dry lubricants.

LUBRITOL™ (A/Bulk) - A VERITABLE TOOL BOX IN A CAN! Penetrates, lubricates, displaces moisture, cleans and provides a protective coating. AND non-flammable too! High dielectric strength for added safety and does not contain chlorinated solvents. THOUSANDS OF USES.

LUBRICOOL™ (A) - Cutting and tapping fluid specially formulated with a unique combination of lubricants and coolants for reducing friction and the dispersal of heat build-ups during cutting, drilling, boring or tapping operations.

LUBRIFLEX™ (A) - Penetrates, lubricates and provides continuous protection for cables, chains and wire ropes. Temperature, pressure and wear resistant. Does not break down, even under continuous conditions of heat, cold and chemical exposure. Maintains cable and wire rope flexibility. Leaves light grease-like coating to protect against rust and corrosion.

LUBRIMESH™ (A) - Penetrates, lubricates and protects all open gears. Stringing action following each mesh provides continuous and automatic re-lubrication of gears. Contains "moly" to provide high temperature and pressure range making it particularly well suited for use where extreme operating or weather conditions are encountered.

MEGA-A-LOOSE (A) - A high solvency penetrating oil that quickly cuts through dirt, corrosion and scale to creep into parts that have frozen due to corrosion.

MEGALUBE 123 GREASE - Synthetic lubricating grease for every phase of lubrication. Does not wash out, even when subjected to boiling fluids and temperatures to 260°C (500°F). Effective on equipment operating at 2,500 RPM.

MEGALUBE ASC (A/Brush Top Can)
Extra high temperature, extreme pressure, corrosion resistant, micronicized, metalized anti-seize compound and assembly lubricant for all threaded parts and gaskets. Able to withstand extreme temperature ranges -72°C to 1450°C (~100°F to +2,650°F), and is completely weatherproof.

MEGALUBE GO 90S - Multi-grade polymer fortified gear lubricant. An all weather gear oil used to meet the most demanding requirements of enclosed gear systems. Safe on bronze gears and bearings.

MEGALUBE HO 10W20S - Multi- viscosity hydraulic oil. Used in hydraulic systems and turbines such as those found in industrial plants, bottling operations, farms, construction firms, municipalities and food processing operations.

MEGALUBE UHT GREASE - Specifically formulated as a high temperature lubricant to be applied where conventional soap-thickened or so-called no melt clay thickened greases will not provide adequate performance. Will not oxidize as a petroleum base oil/grease will at elevated temperatures.

MEGALUBE WGL (A) - White Lithium aerosol grease that will not run in warm weather or harden in cold climates. Excellent year-round use product.

MEGALUBE WP GREASE - Synthetic lubricating grease for every phase of lubrication. It cannot be washed out even when subjected to high temperatures, boiling waters and temperatures to 204°C (400°F).

MICROLUBE™ (A) - Dry micronic friction reducing film for lubricating and providing a high temperature anti-friction, anti-seize micronic film of molybdenum disulphide which is fast drying and exhibits superior adherence properties to all metals, glass, rubber and most plastics. Withstands extreme temperatures and pressure. Inert to water, oil, alcalies and acids. NON-CONDUCTIVE + NON-CORROSIVE + WATERPROOF.

SUPER-SIL (A/Bulk) - Lubricant and release agent for use on almost any surface. Will reduce friction and wear, quiets moving parts and protects rubber, vinyl and plastic surfaces. An effective anti-corrosion and moisture protectant.

TEFI LUBE (A) - A semi-transparent lubricant with unique cohesive and adhesive action that keeps surfaces coated with PTFE film even under high pressure, extreme temperatures and escalated speeds. Penetrates deeply then quickly sets up to a high performance, heavy duty, PTFE impregnated synthetic grease. Excellent for any indoor and outdoor applications where wide fluctuations in temperature and environmental conditions can cause lubricant failure.

FOOD GRADE LUBRICANTS

LUBRICOTE™ (A/Bulk) - Colourless, odourless and tasteless PURE LIQUID PETROLATUM U.S.P. food grade oil film for lubrication and/or rust and corrosion protection of any parts on food processing, handling and preparation equipment especially where exposure to edible product is of concern. Wide temperature application range. Highly resistant to water wash-off. Contains no solvents or silicone.

LUBRISIL™ (A/Bulk) - COLOURLESS, ODOURLESS PURE FOOD GRADE SILICONE developed especially for use in food processing and packing industries. High quality, dry, friction reducing film for use on all types of surfaces including metal, painted and unpainted, glass, rubber, plastic and fabric. Wide temperature application range. Will not stain or discoulour. NO CHLORINATED SOLVENTS.

MEGALUBE CFG GREASE - A superb multi-purpose, high performance, food grade transparent lubricating grease providing maximum heat and moisture resistance for use in the food and beverage industry. Excellent for use on all food and beverage processing machinery particularly where exposure to edible product is of concern. Proven superior wherever food grade lubrication requiring a high degree of water and chemical resistance or extreme temperature is encountered.

MEGALUBE FG GREASE - A food grade replacement grease which is especially effective in areas of extreme pressure. It is a non-staining, white, non-toxic, aluminium complex grease used in food processing and similar type operations.

SPECIALIZED RELEASE AGENTS

EZ-SLIX - A scientifically formulated, water based, anti-stick coating developed for use on asphalt truck beds and other paving equipment. Widely used by construction companies and municipal asphalt equipment, spreaders, automatic shovels, wheel barrows and all types of road working equipment such as pavers, shovels, rakes, graders, rollers and trucks.

RE-LEEST™ - Water based surface safe barrier coating which eliminates adherence and subsequent build-ups of glue/resin on gluing equipment in laminating, furniture and plywood operations, paper converting, carton and packaging lines. Provides light silicone-free surface lubrication for saw tables, slideways and other production type equipment. Prevents surface bonding of paints/coatings on spray booths and associated equipment, water walls and fume systems. Easy build-up removal via scraper, squeegee or hot water flushing.

WASTE WATER

ACTIVE 8™ - A scientifically developed, naturally bio-energized dry waste digester capturing the power of concentrated facultative (aerobic and anaerobic) bacterial/enzymatic activity to quickly and effectively liquefy/decompose organic waste as well as difficult non-biodegradable compounds (detegents, paper, oil, grease, hydrocarbons, phenols) to significantly improve efficiency of residential, commercial, institutional and industrial waste systems without the use of harsh acids, caustics or solvents. NON-PATHOGENIC.
**CAPSUL 8™** - Effectively controls odour conditions where a surface blanket or cap is able to produce the greatest benefit or may provide maximum residual effect. A “true” odour counteractant - not a mask. Effective for garlic, onion, sewage, lift stations, settling tanks, privy and outhouse pits and holding tanks, sump wells/pits, elevator shafts, traps and floor drains, piggery and poultry excretement collecting systems and storage tanks or barn areas. Lasting residual effects. Safe and easy to use. 🌟

**CAPTIVE 8™** - Floating “natural” cleaning blanket breaks down and solubilizes grease, oil, fat, scum, slime and organic soils. Stops solidification and build-up on sidewalks, separators and float mechanisms in grease traps, lift stations, wet wells, sumps and septic tanks while it caps and controls odours with exceptional effectiveness, leaving only a light citrus fragrance. CONTAINS NO CHLORINATED SOLVENTS, PETROLEUM DISTILLATES, ACIDS OR CAUSTICS. 🌟

**CITROLENE™** - TRUE NATURAL ODOR COUNTERACTANT – Quickly, effectively counteracts odours anywhere, especially where environmental or safety concerns exist. Simply mix with water and apply by spraying, wiping, washing, mopping, or cold fogging (using electric or air pressure atomizers) as required for control of odours. Particularly useful to replace petroleum or chlorinated solvent based products which are undesirable or not permissible. LONG TERM RESIDUAL EFFECTIVENESS - HIGHLY CONCENTRATED - LOW ORDER OF TOXICITY - BIODEGRADABLE. 🌟

**FOAM BUSTER** - Instantly effective and economical control for reducing or eliminating foam conditions. An aqueous solutions caused by detergent spills or other foaming effluents in wastewater treatment even where extreme pH conditions exist or in operations where agitation produces undesirable foaming. EFFECTIVE IN WARM, COLD, CEREBRITY, NON-TOXIC - NON-STAINING - NON-CORROSIVE - NON-FLAMMABLE. 🌟

**SEWER-SOLV** - Safe, encapsulated, colour-coded sewer solvent derived from sodium and potassium hydroxide with metallic activators for heavy duty drain renovation. 🌟

**XLR 8™** - NATURES OWN WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM Significantly improves waste system efficiency using nature’s own biodegraders. Highly concentrated, scientifically developed, naturally bio-energized waste degrader which uses the power of highly diverse strains of bacterial/ enzymatic activity to efficiently break down organic waste as well as difficult, non-biodegradable compounds (detergents, paper, oil, grease, hydrocarbons and phenols) in commercial, institutional, industrial and municipal wastewater systems. Works in either the presence or absence of oxygen and is capable of digesting compounds which are normally toxic to natural sewage bacteria. NON-CORROSIVE - NON-PATHOGENIC - STABLE. 🌟

**WATERCO ORGANIC ODOR AND WASTE CONTROL PRODUCTS**

**WATERCO DEO BLOCK** A parachlorobenzene based deodorant block which is highly effective in controlling odours. For use in sewers, manhole covers, elevator shafts, garbage collection areas, water treatment facilities etc. 🌟

**WATERCO FLOAT-X** A concentrated floating blanket to provide odour control and the reduction of floating grease. 🌟

**WATERCO MICROBE AID** (water soluble paks) Specifically blended to contain the natural facultative (aerobic and anaerobic) bacteria to provide outstanding performance in low oxygen environments to liquefy/decay organic waste. The freeze dried spore form is in a suspended state rather than a vegetative state. The bacterial digestant is not active until mixed with water. 🌟

**WATERCO NITROBES** - A mixture of selectively adapted bacteria designed to provide nitrification of ammonia nitrogen in wastewater. Effective where ammonia, nitrate and/or nitrite concentrations exceed effluent permit levels and where plants are slow to recover nitrification/denitrification from toxic shocks. 🌟

**WATERCO ODOR-X/ XSF** - Chemically reacts with the H2S to break it into harmless molecules within minutes. As the reaction continues, the excess gases are completely eliminated. Excellent for use in and around waste water treatment plants, drainage ditches, waste water systems, septic tanks, lagoons, and oxidation ponds as well as in areas where detergents, oils, greases, and sludge tend to accumulate. 🌟

**WATERCO POLYSOLV** Used in waste water treatment plants for the clean up and maintenance of polymer spills, blinded press belts, sticky rollers, press frames, residual in centrifuges, holding and mixing tanks, vacuum filter - coils or other media. 🌟

**WATERCO PRETREAT** - The latest development in the natural, biological treatment of wastes in lift stations, pumping stations and mains. Natural bacterial blend acts to break down grease, oil, fats, solids and paper. 🌟

**WATERCO QUAT-X** - A specially-blended specialty of bacterial cultures specifically selected and adapted for ecologically maintaining ponds, lakes, streams and other decorative bodies of water. It controls algae growth by competing with the algae for the available nutrients. This product is harmless to humans, birds, and fish and plant life thereby providing long lasting control commonly compatible with maintaining a natural ecological balance. 🌟

**WATERCO SEPT-O-AID** (water soluble pouch) - Aids in the elimination of sludge and solids which can build up in septic systems causing offensive odours, clogged pipes and system back-ups. Counters septic shock caused by large amounts of bleach, laundry detergents, grease and other household wastes. Used by industrial plants, home and cottage owners, resorts, hotels, farms or anyone having a septic system. 🌟

**HYGIENE - SKIN CARE**

**COATEX (A)** - An invisible protective skin cream in aerosol form used to protect the hands and skin from the affects of oils, grease, solvents and most types of chemicals. 🌟

**dermaKLENZ (A)** - WATERLESS SKIN CLEANSER with LANOLIN. Quick, gentle and effective removal of all types of oil from skin. Additionally removes excess gasses of water. At the same time restores moisture and body to skin surfaces, leaving them soft and smooth with a “natural feel”. Actually aids dry or chapped skin conditions. PORTABLE, CONVENIENT AND PLEASANT TO USE. Handy for transient service and maintenance personnel. 🌟

**GREEN-X** - Heavy-duty liquid hand cleaner with plastic scrubbers. Lanolin free for those with problem and sensitive contains. Contains no harsh petroleum or citrus solvents. Concerns of long term skin and blood stream exposure to solvents is eliminated. 🌟

**OraKLE 1** - Heavy duty non-caking free floating powdered hand and skin cleanser with gentle scrubbing action and rich cleansing lather producing efficient results in commercial, plant and garage washrooms. Lanolin boosted to replace natural skin oils and aid rough or chapped skin. 🌟

**OraSOFT 3** - Food service antiseptic lotion skin cleanser that gently deep clean with a rich lotion feel while guarding against bacterial contamination Removes soil leaving skin soft and supple with that “natural feel”. Ideal for use in all food processing and food service operations. CONTAINS ANTI-MICROBIAL AGENT effective in controlling and removing impurities to provide antiseptic cleansing, thereby reducing the potential incidence of infection. LANOLIN BOOSTED to replace natural skin oils to aid in eliminating rough or chapped skin. DIN#62238001. 🌟

**PEARLA** - A quality, pearlized hand and body soap designed to provide luxurious lather and effective cleansing powers. 🌟

**POWER SCRUB** - HIGH PERFORMANCE HAND CLEANER. Excellent on paints, urethane, adhesives, stains, resins, coatings, sealers etc. Power Scrub is designed to remove the toughest substances quickly, completely and with little effort, yet gentle to the skin. 🌟

**SANITEX** - A specially formulated hand sanitizer that supplements ordinary hand wash procedures to effectively control germs and bacteria. 🌟

**SPECIALTY PRODUCTS**

**BUZZ-OFF (A)** - WASP and HORNET BLASTER. Blast ‘em right out of the air or spray directly into nests! Wasp, bees, hornets and yellow jackets. One shot drops them quickly. NON-FLAMMABLE and HIGH DIELECTRIC STRENGTH for added safety. 🌟

**CRAWLING INSECT KILLER (A)** - Highly effective residual insecticide using a unique blend of active ingredients to provide maximum kill. 🌟

**FRESH AIRE, Jr. INSECTICIDE** - Metered Highly effective insecticide designed especially for use in Mega Mist automatic dispensers. The dispenser automatically activates the metered valve on a regular basis to provide continuous insect protection. Excellent for automated control of flies, mosquitoes, gnats and small flying moths in wide range of industrial, institutional and commercial settings. 🌟

**HOUSE AND GARDEN (A)** - Insecticide for flying and crawling insects. Pleasant vanilla fragrance, yet a powerful low toxic formula insecticide extremely effective against the most resistant insects. 🌟

**ICE BREAKER** - PELLETIZED ICE MELTER. Melts snow and ice from steps, walkways, sidewalks, walk-in freezers and cold storage areas, loading docks, parking areas, streets and other surfaces where hazardous conditions exist. May be used in conjunction with salt and/or sand to maximize the effectiveness of these conventional anti-slip treatments. HIGHLY EFFECTIVE EVEN UNDER EXTREMELY COLD CONDITIONS - COLOUR INDICATED FOR TREATMENT VISIBILITY - EASY TO SPREAD - REDUCED TRACKING 🌟

**THAWZ FLAKES - MAG** - Environmentally friendly and economical ice and snow melters. Less toxic to plantlife, less corrosive to iron and iron alloys and less residue than most other typical deicing products. Excellent for use on sidewalks, driveways, porches, parking lots, etc. 🌟

**THAWZ PELLETS - MAG** - Environmentally friendly pelletized chemical deicer and snow melting compound that works faster and in much colder temperatures than salts and other materials. Less toxic to plantlife, less corrosive to iron and iron alloys and less residue than most other typical deicing products. 🌟

**THAWZ (A)** - An aerosol formulation for melting ice, frost and snow from windshields, windows, mirrors, lights as well as thawing frozen locks and mechanisms. Preventing freeze-up of windshields, windows, mirrors, lights, locks and mechanisms in advance of cold weather by pre-spraying. 🌟

---

**Mega-Lab Manufacturing Co. Ltd.**

361 Connie Crescent
Concord, Ontario, Canada L4K 5R2
Toll Free: (877) 634-2522
Telephone: (905) 532-9000
Fax: (905) 532-9003
Email: sales@mega-lab.com
www.mega-lab.com